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chapter 4
Assertion
T
HIS insane urgency of our mad Mother Nature to
make us seek " relief" was not by any means all that
was happening to Homo Tewltr in his metamorphosis. A
number of other things, and some of them even more funda-
mental than this insistence upon unintelligent futile orgasms,
were also breaking out in his changing personality.
The tadpole Homo Tewler is an abject timid thing, a thing
of flight and refuge, but with the metamorphosis into an
adult specimen of the Primates, quite a new scries of later
acquisitions break into the gathering personality. The
apes, including the Hominida, left the monkeys and lemurs
at an early stage and developed along a line of their own,
into ego-centred combative creatures with a disposition to
own all the universe within sight. Reluctantly Homo in his
various species, has been forced into an uncongenial social
life in the brief course of a million years or so. Yet still his
fundamental nature remains. Still he wants to feel successful,
masterful, lord and owner of all he surveys, and if he can
feel so, he will.
That is something much more persistently present than
hunger or lust, which are impulses that can be sated and
suppressed for a time. But Homo craves for self-assertion and
reassurances from the sprouting of his whiskers to his death
rattle. It is his natural resistance to the social envelopment
that has happened to him, and which continues to restrain
his anarchistic disposition. He never forgets about himself,
never just grazes on like a sheep or nibbles like a rabbit.
It is unavoidable, and even if the breed of Homo Tewler
rises presently to a point where it may indeed merit this
name it has usurped so prematurely, Homo sapiens, this conflict,
the moral conflict, the need for education, for being trimmed
to fit into social life which is the cause of all religion, will
still be in it. It may be controlled, propitiated, diverted and

